MACBETH Wallcovering/
TOSCA Wallcovering/
TROCADERO Dining table/
DALIA Chairs

MONTMARTRE Wallcovering/
LAWRENCE Footrests/
JILLY Wall lights/
BAIA Bathroom by Armani/Roca
NABUCCO

PRECIOUS FIBERS 1
Fine wallcovering reproducing the streaked texture of onyx slabs. Nabucco is the wallcovering that Giorgio Armani chose for his own boutiques around the world. Silk and lurex yarns can create some slight variations on the surface, which must be considered a defining feature of the product.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
87 cm - Inch 34.2
Vertical Repeat 150 cm - Inch 59.1

MATERIALS
65% SILK - 35% LUREX
Non-woven base

COLORS

TOSCA

PRECIOUS FIBERS 1
Fine wallcovering reproducing the texture of marble slabs. Silk and lurex yarns can create some slight variations on the surface, which must be considered a defining feature of the product.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
87 cm - Inch 34.2
Vertical Repeat 150 cm - Inch 59.1

MATERIALS
65% SILK - 35% LUREX
Non-woven base

COLORS

• CODE: GA1 9000

• CODE: GA1 9010
MACBETH

PRECIOUS FIBERS 1
Fine wallcovering with wide trompe-l’oeil design, depicting a deciduous forest with tapestry taste. Repeating pattern. Silk and lurex yarns can create some slight variations on the surface, which must be considered a defining feature of the product.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
261x300 cm
Inch 102.83x118.2

MATERIALS
65% SILK - 35% LUREX

Plain

PRECIOUS FIBERS 1 - NABUCCO / TOSCA / MACBETH
Eight colours coordinated with Nabucco, Tosca and Macbeth themes. Silk and lurex yarns can create some slight variations on the surface, which must be considered a defining feature of the product.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
87 cm - Inch 34.2
Vertical Repeat 0 cm - Inch 0

MATERIALS
65% SILK - 35% LUREX
Non-woven base
AIDA

PRECIOUS FIBERS 1
Fine wallcovering depicting large palm leaves, like on the Honolulu fabric (TD060). The silk weaving knots emphasize the high-quality texture; slight variations on the surface must be considered a defining feature of the product. Five plain coordinated colours available.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
348x300h cm - Inch 137.11x118.2h
Total of four panels

MATERIALS
100% SILK
Non-woven base

COLORS

Plain

PRECIOUS FIBERS 1 - AIDA
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
87 cm - Inch 34.2
Vertical Repeat 0 cm - Inch 0

MATERIALS
100% SILK
Non-woven base
FAUST

PRECIOUS FIBERS 1
Fine wallcovering inspired by the texture of the Grey Penshell finish. Silk and lurex yarns can create some slight variations on the surface, which must be considered a defining feature of the product. Four plain coordinated colours available. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
87 cm - Inch 34.2
Vertical Repeat 50 cm - Inch 19.7

MATERIALS
68% SILK - 32% LUREX
Non-woven base

COLORS

Plain

PRECIOUS FIBERS 1 - FAUST
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
87 cm - Inch 34.2
Vertical Repeat 0 cm - Inch 0

MATERIALS
68% SILK - 32% LUREX
Non-woven base

CODE: GA1 9040
**OBERON**

**PRECIOUS FIBERS 1**
Fine wallcovering inspired by Art Déco, featuring a repeating seashells pattern. The design is the same of the Havana fabric (TC090). Silk and lurex yarns can create some slight variations on the surface, which must be considered a defining feature of the product. Two plain coordinated colours available.

**MADE IN ITALY.**

**DIMENSIONS**
87 cm - Inch 34.2
Vertical Repeat 21 cm - Inch 8.27

**MATERIALS**
ramie 24/inch metal yarn 24/inch
Non-woven base

**COLORS**
- GA1 9030
- GA1 9031
- GA1 9032

**Plain**

**PRECIOUS FIBERS 1 - OBERON**

**MADE IN ITALY.**

**DIMENSIONS**
87 cm - Inch 34.2
Vertical Repeat 0 cm - Inch 0

**MATERIALS**
ramie 24/inch metal yarn 24/inch
Non-woven base
NABUCCO

PRECIOUS FIBERS 2
The most popular and iconic range of wallcoverings by Armani/Casa has been extended with the addition of a new horizontal version, which can be enriched by the use of metal profiles. Silk and lurex yarns can create some slight variations on the surface, which must be considered a defining feature of the product. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
87 h cm - Inch 34.2h
Horizontal Repeat 50 cm - inch 19.7

MATERIALS
65% SILK - 35% LUREX
Non-woven base

COLORS

- CODE: GA4 9422

GA4 9422 •
GA4 9429
GA4 9424
GA4 9430
GA4 9425
GA4 9431
GA4 9426
GA4 9432
GA4 9427
GA4 9433
GA4 9428
IOLANTA

PRECIOUS FIBERS 2
Fine wallcovering with wide trompe-l’oeil design, depicting a wood with a dreamlike atmosphere. Repeating pattern. Silk and lurex yarns can create some slight variations on the surface, which must be considered a defining feature of the product.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
348x300h cm - Inch 137x118.2h
Total of four panels - Repeating Pattern

MATERIALS
65% SILK - 35% LUREX
Non-woven base

COLORS
GA4 9400
GA4 9401

LOHENGRIN

PRECIOUS FIBERS 2
Fine wallcovering with plissé effect in macro scale. Silk and lurex yarns can create some slight variations on the surface, which must be considered a defining feature of the product.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
87 cm - Inch 34.2
Vertical Repeat 170 cm - Inch 66.92

MATERIALS
65% SILK - 35% LUREX
Non-woven base

COLORS
GA4 9416
GA4 9417

• CODE: GA4 9400 (Repeating Pattern)

• CODE: GA4 9416
SALOMÈ

PRECIOUS FIBERS 2
Fine wallcovering inspired by the play of shades and reflectance that natural light creates on the surface of skyscrapers. Embroideries of two tones of silk and lurex yarns can create some slight variations on the surface, which must be considered a defining feature of the product.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
87 cm - Inch 34.2
Vertical Repeat 50 cm - Inch 19.7

MATERIALS
65% SILK - 35% LUREX
Non-woven base

Plain

PRECIOUS FIBERS 2
NABUCCO / IOLANTA / LOHENGRIN / SALOMÈ
Nine colours coordinated with Nabucco, Iolanta, Lohengrin and Salomè themes. Silk and lurex yarns can create some slight variations on the surface, which must be considered a defining feature of the product.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
87 cm - Inch 34.2
Vertical Repeat 0 cm - Inch 0

MATERIALS
65% SILK - 35% LUREX
Non-woven base
BOHÈME

PRECIOUS FIBERS 2
Fine wallcovering featuring lines created by a layered materic effect. Silk and lurex yarns can create some slight variations on the surface, which must be considered a defining feature of the product.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
87 cm - Inch 34.2
Vertical Repeat 50 cm - Inch 19.7

MATERIALS
68% SILK - 32% LUREX
Non-woven base

COLORS
GA4 9402  ★   GA4 9406
GA4 9403  ★   GA4 9408
GA4 9405

FALSTAFF

PRECIOUS FIBERS 2
Fine wallcovering inspired by the world of fashion, in particular by the moiré effect of fabrics. Silk and lurex yarns can create some slight variations on the surface, which must be considered a defining feature of the product.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
87 cm - Inch 34.2
Vertical Repeat 87 cm - Inch 34.2

MATERIALS
68% SILK - 32% LUREX
Non-woven base

COLORS
GA4 9409  ★   GA4 9412
GA4 9410  ★   GA4 9413
GA4 9411  ★   GA4 9414

★ CODE: GA4 9402
★ CODE: GA4 9409
Plain

PRECIOUS FIBERS 2 - BOHÈME / FALSTAFF
Seven colours coordinated with Bohème and Falstaff themes. Silk and lurex yarns can create some slight variations on the surface, which must be considered a defining feature of the product.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
87 cm - Inch 34.2
Vertical Repeat 0 cm - Inch 0

MATERIALS
68% SILK - 32% LUREX
Non-woven base

Profile

PRECIOUS FIBERS 2
The Precious Fibers 2 collection offers the opportunity to enrich the wallcovering by adding a profile in anodized aluminium, available in two different widths (1 cm and 0.5 cm) for Nabucco - Bohème - Falstaff and one width only (1 cm) for Salomè.
LOUVRE

REFINED STRUCTURES
Wallcovering with clear textile inspiration, reproducing the classic cannétè design. The design is the same featured on the Colville fabric (TC052). Due to the design, this wallcovering can be used both vertically and horizontally.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
70 cm - Inch 27.56
Vertical Repeat 0 cm - Inch 0

MATERIALS
100% Vinyl
Non-woven base

COLORS

GA2 9200
GA2 9201
GA2 9202
GA2 9203
GA2 9204
GA2 9205
GA2 9206
GA2 9207

MADELEINE

REFINED STRUCTURES
Wallcovering with fern leaves design, contrasting with the background.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
70 cm - Inch 27.56
Vertical Repeat 0 cm - Inch 0

MATERIALS
100% Vinyl
Non-woven base

COLORS

GA2 9210
GA2 9211
GA2 9212
GA2 9213
GA2 9214

• CODE: GA2 9200

• CODE: GA2 9210
**MONTMARTRE**

**REFINED STRUCTURES**
Wallcovering featuring a shagreen design reinterpreted with a checker motif.
MADE IN ITALY.

**DIMENSIONS**
- 70 cm - Inch 27.56
- Vertical Repeat 60 cm - Inch 23.6

**MATERIALS**
- 100% Vinyl
- Non-woven base

**COLORS**
- GA2 9220
- GA2 9221
- GA2 9222
- GA2 9223
- GA2 9224
- GA2 9225

**OPERA**

**REFINED STRUCTURES**
Wallcovering with clear textile inspiration, reproducing the classic cannetè design alternating with satin. The design is the same featured on the Clermont fabric (TC050). Due to the design, this wallcovering can be used both vertically and horizontally.
MADE IN ITALY.

**DIMENSIONS**
- 70 cm - Inch 27.56
- Vertical Repeat 0 cm - Inch 0

**MATERIALS**
- 100% Vinyl
- Non-woven base

**COLORS**
- GA2 9230
- GA2 9231
- GA2 9232
- GA2 9233
- GA2 9234
- GA2 9235
PANTHEON

REFINED STRUCTURES
Wallcovering featuring a materic texture with small squares, inspired by Cleveland fabric (TD033).
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
70 cm - Inch 27.56
Vertical Repeat 70 cm - Inch 27.56

MATERIALS
100% Vynil
Non-woven base

COLORS

TROCADERO

REFINED STRUCTURES
Wallcovering with a delicate mini crocodile texture, developed horizontally.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
70 cm - Inch 27.56
Vertical Repeat 70 cm - Inch 27.56

MATERIALS
100% Vynil
Non-woven base

COLORS

* CODE: GA2 9240

* CODE: GA2 9250
VERSAILLES

REFINED STRUCTURES
Wallcovering inspired by the shade of royal oak trees, reproduced with a fresco effect. The design is the same featured on the Edmonton fabric (TC065)
MADE IN ITALY.

COLORS

* CODE: GA2 9260

DIMENSIONS
70 cm - Inch 27.56
Vertical Repeat 95 cm - Inch 37.4

MATERIALS
100% Vynil
Non-woven base
**HIMALAYA METALLIZED**

**GRAPHIC ELEMENTS**
Wallcovering inspired by traditional Japanese kimonos, characterised by a wide gradient on triangular shapes. Made on metal support lined with a fine non-woven fabric mesh. MADE IN ITALY.

**DIMENSIONS**
68 cm - Inch 26.77
Vertical Repeat 64 cm - Inch 25.2

**MATERIALS**
Metallized
Non-woven base

**COLORS**
- GA3 9330
- GA3 9331
- GA3 9333

**TOWADA METALLIZED**

**GRAPHIC ELEMENTS**
Wallcovering featuring the same design of Juso fabric (TD061), with macro and micro variations of the pattern inspired by Japanese tsubas. Made on a metal support lined with a fine non-woven fabric mesh. MADE IN ITALY.

**DIMENSIONS**
68 cm - Inch 26.77
Vertical Repeat 64 cm - Inch 25.2

**MATERIALS**
Metallized
Non-woven base

**COLORS**
- GA3 9324
- GA3 9326
- GA3 9325
- GA3 9327

**CODE: GA3 9330**

**CODE: GA3 9324**
Plain Metallized

METALLIZED - HIMALAYA / TOWADA
Six colours coordinated with Himalaya and Towada themes on metallic support.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
68 cm - Inch 26.77
Vertical Repeat 0 cm - Inch 0

MATERIALS
Metallized
Non-woven base
FUJI

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
Wallcovering decorated with an abstract design of a Japanese garden in spring, featuring cherry blossoms filtered by a rigorous architecture to express the blend of East and West. Made on a non-woven fabric with a metal laminate, to create a pearlescent effect.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
70 cm - Inch 27.55
Vertical Repeat 35 cm - Inch 13.8

MATERIALS
Vynil metallic
Non-woven base

COLORS
GA3 9350
GA3 9351

JAVA

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
The recurring checker motif of Armani/Casa is reinterpreted using a geometric weave with a three-dimensional effect, like on the Jasaan fabric (TD062). Made on a non-woven fabric base with metal laminate, to create a pearlescent effect.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
70 cm - Inch 27.55
Vertical Repeat 35 cm - Inch 13.8

MATERIALS
Vynil metallic
Non-woven base

COLORS
GA3 9352
GA3 9354
GA3 9353

• CODE: GA3 9350
• CODE: GA3 9352
Plain Vynil Metallic

**VYNIL METALLIC - FUJI / JAVA**

Four colours coordinated with Fuji and Java themes on vynil metallic support.

MADE IN ITALY.

**DIMENSIONS**
70 cm - Inch 27.5
Vertical Repeat 0 cm - Inch 0

**MATERIALS**
Vynil metallic
Non-woven base
HIMALAYA RAFIA

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
Wallcovering inspired by traditional Japanese kimonos, characterised by a wide gradient on triangular shapes. Made on a raffia support.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
87 cm - Inch 34.2
Vertical Repeat 87 cm - Inch 34.2

MATERIALS
Rafia
Non-woven base

COLORS
GA3 9333
GA3 9335
GA3 9334

SAGANO

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
Bamboo, an iconic element of Armani/Casa, is revisited in a geometric version refined by a subtly nuanced effect. Made on a raffia support.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
87cm - Inch 34.2
Vertical Repeat 16 cm - Inch 6.2

MATERIALS
Rafia
Non-woven base

COLORS
GA3 9300
GA3 9302
GA3 9301

• CODE: GA3 9333

• CODE: GA3 9300
SUMATRA

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
A continuous motif with trees and tigers reinterprets the design of Jerevan fabric (TE020), inspired by traditional Japanese tsubas made on a raffia support. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
87 cm - Inch 34.2
Vertical Repeat 35 cm - Inch 34.2

MATERIALS
Rafia
Non-woven base

COLORS
GA3 9340
GA3 9341
GA3 9342

Plain

RAFIA - HIMALAYA RAFIA / SAGANO / SUMATRA
Eight colours coordinated with Himalaya Rafia, Sagano and Sumatra themes on raffia support. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
87 cm - Inch 34.2
Vertical Repeat 0 cm - Inch 0

MATERIALS
Rafia
Non-woven base
ARMANI / CASA

TOWADA FIL

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
Wallcovering featuring the same design of Juso fabric (TD061), with macro and micro variations of the pattern inspired by Japanese tsubas. Made on a fabric support that gives a soft and warm touch to the product.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
70 cm - Inch 27.5
Vertical Repeat 64 cm - Inch 25.2

MATERIALS
Fil posé
Non-woven base

COLORS
GA3 9320
GA3 9321
GA3 9322
GA3 9323

• CODE: GA3 9320

NIAGARA

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
Wallcovering made on fabric support, featuring a chevron motif. This texture, recurring element of the Giorgio Armani style, is deconstructed to create a particular discontinuous geometry.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
70 cm - Inch 27.5
Vertical Repeat 64 cm - Inch 25.2

MATERIALS
Fil posé
Non-woven base

COLORS
GA3 9310
GA3 9311
GA3 9312
GA3 9313

• CODE: GA3 9310
Plain

FIL POSÉ - NIAGARA / TOWADA FIL
Four colours coordinated with Niagara and Towada Fil on fabric support.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
70 cm - Inch 27.5
Vertical Repeat 0 cm - Inch 0

MATERIALS
Fil posé
Non-woven base